NOAH’S ARK
God’s Promise

_________________________________________________________________________________
MONTHLY BIBLE STORY
Noah and the Ark
“Noah did all that God commanded.” Genesis 6:22

Trait: Respectful

MONTHLY ELEMENTS
Shape: Diamond
Color: Brown

Dove

Letters: V, Y

WEEKLY TOPICS
Sunshine
Promises

Numbers: 17, 18

Rainbows

Students at Home – please feel free to take pictures of you participating in any of the
below activities and send them to us on Daily Connect / Hi Mama! We’d love to see you!
ART
DOVE HANDS
Supplies: White paper, pencil, tape or glue.
Create the Dove shown using the children’s traced out hand
prints.

CLASS RAINBOW
Supplies: Colored paper, Ark cut out, glue
Make a Class Rainbow with handprints above an ark.

MARSHMELLOW RAINBOW
Supplies: paper, colored marshmellows
Design a marshmallow Rainbow
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LITERACY
ABC RAINBOW
Create a rainbow inspired alphabet using colored
construction paper.

NOAH SEQUENCE CARDS
Retelling the story of Noah using sequencing cards.
PRINT OUT SUPPLEMENT.
Arrange a series of picture cards into the logical order to
create the story from beginning to end. This gives the
children the chance to demonstrate and reinforce their
recollection of the story.
Activity Suggestions
1. Free Play
Give the child the cards in a random pile.
Allow them to arrange the cards in the order they want to to
make up their own story.
2. Memory (Guided) Play
Read the child the story of creation using your own Bible.
After the story is through, ask them to arrange the cards in
the same order as in the story.

NOAH’S ARK DRAMATIC PLAY

Act out Noah’s Ark story. Have fun and get creative.
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MATH
CIRCLE MATCHING
Supplies, Printout, Dixie cups.
Print out the supplement circle sheet. Take dixy cups and
write the numbers on the bottom 1 - 12. Have your students
match up the numbers with the dots.

RAINBOW THEME
Supplies: Fruit Loops, colored construction paper for rainbow
strips and dice.
All supplies work to create this math lesson. The child rolls
the dice and places the corresponding number of Fruit Loops
on the strip.

RAINBOW NUMBERS

Supplies: Printout, scissors.
Cut out the corresponding sections and match the numeral to
the correct ten frame.

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
RESPECTFUL

How can you be respectful of our classroom? Take turns
brainstorming ideas on how to show respect at school.

QUIET GAME
How do you feel when you have to wait? Play the quiet
game-waiting- until you can talk again.
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CIRCLE MATCHING

MUSIC AND MOVEMENT
COLOR DANCE
Using the parachute OR streamers or scarves or construction
paper fans, play upbeat Christian or Disney music and wave
the parachute/streamers to the music. Slow/Fast, singing
loudly/quietly, moving quickly/slowly, lights on/lights off and
so on. The animals have been let out of the ark – I bet they
were all so happy to be back out into the wild!

HOW MANY IS 40?
Read Genesis 7:17-8:12. Talk about how long 40 days is.
This is great rote counting practice. As they are sitting, count
together to 40. Now discuss what it would be like to be on a
long trip for 40 days and 40 nights--or 40 sleeps. Imagine
being in the car for that long! Let's try this, everyone stand
up. Now we are going to see if we can balance on one foot
while we count to 40.

SCIENCE
SKITTLE COLORS
Supplies
• 5 clear cups
• Skittles
• Coffee stirrer
• Room temperature water
1. Sort the skittles
2. Add the skittles
3. Pour room temperature water over them
4. Watch the reaction for a few minutes
5. Stir the cups gently
6. Observe the color change, location of sugar, S on the Skittle,
and Smell
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SPARKLY RAINBOWS
* Colored Baking Soda Dough - On a plate or bowl, mix together 1
cup baking soda, 3 Tablespoons water, and 5-10 drops food
coloring. Repeat for as many colors as you want.
* vinegar and cups to put it in
* pipettes (optional, but recommended!)
* pan to contain the rainbow and the sparkly fizzy eruptions
Easy How-To:
1- Arrange your baking soda dough in the pan to make a rainbow!
You can put the colors in the same order you find in nature (red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet), or just let your
kiddos choose the order!
2- Use pipettes to add vinegar! Ask your children what they think
will happen when you mix the vinegar and the colored baking soda
dough. Ask them why! Then let them get to work!! They will see
the vinegar and baking soda react to release carbon dioxide.
Carbon dioxide is a gas and makes bubbles wherever the other
two reactants touch!
Note: About half of the kiddos in our preschool group had never
used pipettes before. To make sure everyone had a successful
experience, we practiced using the pipettes with colored water
first. Once everyone could successfully transfer the water, we
were ready for the vinegar!
It wasn't long before we had a few extra friends join in the fun.

RAINBOW SCIENCE
Supplies:
If you don’t have the exact same things listed below, that’s okay.
See if you can borrow some ice cube trays from a teaching buddy.
You don’t need both the squeeze bottles AND the eye droppers if
you don’t have both.
• Baking soda
• Jell-O in every color of the rainbow (well, except indigo)
• Water
• Ice cube trays
• Vinegar
• Squeeze bottles
• Eye droppers
• Food coloring or liquid watercolors
The top photo shows the rainbow ice made with just Jell-O. The
bottom photo shows the rainbow ice that had food coloring added
to it.
How to Make a Rainbow Science Invitation
Start out by making the scented baking soda “ice” cubes. For each
of the colors (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple), I used the
following “recipe”:
• 3/4 cup baking soda
• 2 tablespoons Jell-O powder
• 1/4 cup water
• Food coloring (optional)
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First, combine the baking soda and Jell-O powder in a bowl, and
then add the water and mix.
To make the colors brighter, add a few drops of food coloring to
the water before pouring it in. You can check out the picture above
for a comparison of this rainbow science activity done with just
Jell-O, as well as one done with added liquid watercolors. If you
are doing this science activity with young children who might still
put things in their mouths, I’d suggest leaving out the liquid
watercolors (use food coloring instead or just leave it a little less
colorful).
You will have a somewhat pasty mixture, so don’t be alarmed that it’s not a liquid. If it’s too thin it
won’t set correctly.
Then use a spoon to add the mixture to the ice cube tray. I found that the above recipe gave me
enough to fill one ice cube tray per color. If needed, tap the ice cube tray on your counter to ensure
the mixture settles into the tray evenly.
Place the ice cube trays in the freezer.
Once they’re frozen through, remove from the freezer and get the rainbow science going
immediately. I’d suggest arranging the cubes in rainbow order.
How the Kids Interact with the Rainbow Science Set-Up
Now it’s time to bring on the condiment bottles and eye droppers filled with vinegar! Let the children
pour and squeeze as they sit fit.
Be sure to listen closely as they make observations about what they’re seeing. Ask open-ended
questions to really get the children thinking. Encourage the children to experiment to find out the
answers to their questions along the way.
Over the years, I’ve done this experiment a few times with kids at school and at home. Each and
every time, the kids have asked for “more of that cool rainbow science!”
Here are some of the comments and questions I’ve heard:
• “I can hear it fizzing! Can you hear it fizzing? Hey, what’s making the fizzing sound?”
• “I can smell the vinegar right here [putting nose right by the bowl of vinegar], but I can’t smell it
once it’s all mixed up there [pointing to the pan with the experiment in it].”
• “It feels all cold and squishy now!”
• “Why’s it all turning brown? Is it supposed to turn brown when all the colors are together like
that?”
• “Hey, I need a new pan please. With lots of vinegar. And a towel probably. I’m going to just use
some of the colors. Maybe it won’t turn brown this time.”
NOTE: Placing blue and yellow baking soda cubes in vinegar yielded green once the reaction was
complete!
What Learning Takes Place with the Rainbow Science Activity?
This rainbow science experiment allows for an amazing amount of learning (for a variety of age
groups)!
Here are some of the topics I’ve discussed with preschoolers and elementary-aged children:
• Colors – tons of color identification, along with a discussion of the order of colors in a rainbow
• Color mixing – put just two colors into a pan and let the children see what happens when the
colors dissolve and mix together
• The physics of rainbows – while this rainbow science experiment doesn’t delve directly into light
and wavelengths, the question “why are the colors in the rainbow always in the same order?”
may arise and lead to a great opportunity to discuss this (and plan for further science
experiments)
• Chemical reactions – when baking soda and vinegar react, they create the gas carbon dioxide
(which makes the bubbling and fizzing)
• Endothermic reactions – when baking soda and vinegar react, the temperature lowers
• Tons of sensory exploration – seeing, hearing, smelling, and touching! It’s a taste-safe experiment
so there could be tasting, as well but it wouldn’t taste all the great!
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BIBLE
PROMISES
For no matter how many promises God has made, they are "Yes" in Christ. And so through him
the "Amen" is spoken by us to the glory of God. (Story Reinforcement: Have a sheep puppet and
read the story from the perspective of the sheep.)
Story: Hello boys and girls, you are all dressed so nicely in your Sunday-best! My name is,
Sheepy, and I am SO excited to tell you one of my favorite stories today! This story took place a
VERY long time ago in the first book of the Bible, Genesis! During this time people started to
forget about, God, and they start acting very bad. This made, God’s, heart very, Very, VERY sad.
Can you show me what a sad face looks like? (give them time to make sad faces). BUT, there
was one man in all of the land who still loved, God, this man’s name was, Noah.
God, decided that it was time to make things right again, and so, God, told, Noah, to make an ark.
Does anybody know what an ark is? (give them time to answer). An Ark is a big boat. When,
Noah, was all finished building the big boat, God, told him that he needed to fill it with animals.
Noah, filled it with little mice, big elephants, barking doggies, and fluffy sheep just like me! What
are some of your favorite animals? (give them time to answer). Guess what, all of those animals
went onto the big boat too!
Once the boat was full of animals it started to rain, and Rain, RAIN. It rained SO much that the
whole earth was full of water, we call this a flood. Can anybody guess how long it rained for?
(give them time to answer). It rained for 40 days and 40 nights, that is a very long time. Finally,
the rain stopped and, Noah, sent a bird out of the window each day to find dry land. One day the
bird did not come back and, Noah, knew that it was time to leave the boat.
The first thing, Noah, did when he left the boat was to thank God for saving him and the animals
from the flood. God, made a promise to, Noah. God, promised, Noah, that He would never, Ever,
EVER, flood the whole world again. To show this promise, God, put a rainbow into the sky.
God says in the Bible: I have set my bow in the cloud, and it shall be a sign of the covenant
between me and the earth. (Genesis 9:13, ESV).
Application: Every time that you see a rainbow remember that, God, loves you very much. God,
loves you SO much that He promised to never, Ever, EVER flood the whole world again.
STORY TIME
Read the mini book together - If possible, print one per child
SEE BIBLE SUPPLEMENT FOR PRINTOUT – Fold each page
along the dotted lines, and then take the final cover page and
make a “folder” place the inside pages in between and staple
together to form the book.
MACARONI CRAFT
Before class dye uncooked macaroni by placing it in a shallow
mixture of water and food coloring. When it is dyed, take it out and
let it dry. Provide an outline of a rainbow for each child in your
class. Let them glue dyed macaroni to each strip of the rainbow.
Remind them that God always keeps His promises, even if it takes
a little while!! 2 Corinthians 1:20 For no matter how many promises
God has made, they are "Yes" in Christ. And so through him the
"Amen" is spoken by us to the glory of God.
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